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Tosco Studio
Where design knows no limits.

We specialize in crafting unique,
luxurious projects that captivate

the senses. 

With our expertise in versatile 
concrete, we transform ordinary 

spaces into extraordinary experiences.

Join us on a journey of visionary 
design, setting new standards

in high-end luxury.
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We make our own colours
mixing natural pigments.

These are just a guide for colouring, 
it's possible to make a larger range 

of shades 

Lorem ipsum



As with colours, patterns are in constant 
development. everyday brings a new idea



projects
       Unleashing  

CREATIVE
POSSIBILITIES 
THROUGH 
COLLABORATIVE
MASTERPIECES



Experience a world of limitless 
creativity with our collaborative 

projects. 

Teaming up with design and 
architecture studios, we push the 

boundaries of design with versatile 
material.

From small interior accents to stunning 
architectural surfaces, our pieces 

redefine what's possible. 

Unleash your creativity and explore the 
endless artistic possibilities that our 

collaborations bring to life.
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We and VSK joined forces to create a standout kitchen 

table that complements the modular kitchen designs, 

resulting in a sleek and functional centerpiece that 

seamlessly integrates with the existing aesthetic.
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We partnered with the esteemed Portuguese 

architecture practice Santo Infante on a collaborative 

project, where we expertly crafted a captivating 

walking shower flooring, wall niche, and vanity top in 

pink pigmented terrazzo. 



Additionally, we created a 
stunning kitchen countertop and 
backsplash in marbled concrete 
with white and green pigments. 
The result is an exquisite fusion 

of materials and colors that adds 
a touch of elegance and 

sophistication to the spaces, 
showcasing the mastery of both 

us and Santo Infante in their 
respective crafts.



We collaborated with 

L'Objet, the prestigious 

luxury store on Madison 

Avenue in New York, to 

conceive a series of 

artistic concrete-made 

stands for their shop 

window. The result is a 

collection of captivating 

and one-of-a-kind displays 

that showcase the unique 

design pieces offered by 

L'Objet.
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We were invited by the 

Milanese coffee place, 

NowHere, to design a 

series of distinctive table 

tops that harmonize with 

the interior of their newly 

established space, 

resulting in a collection of 

unique and captivating 

surfaces.



As with colours, patterns are in constant 
development. everyday brings a new idea
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We collaborated with Barcelona-based interior 

design studio Astet to create a captivating 

collection of dining tables for the highly 

anticipated restaurant, Roostiq, located in 

Marbella. 

The partnership resulted in a series of stylish 

tables that perfectly complement the restaurant's 

ambiance.



Morning
cowork



Morning Cowork extended us an invitation to

collaborate, entrusting us to create a distinctive mural 

featuring unique concrete pieces in various shades and 

pigments.

The aim was to breathe life into a lounge area, and the 

resulting project beautifully transformed the space, 

showcasing our artistic prowess and ability to infuse 

creativity into functional environments.



Collection
       Introducing 
TOSCO STUDIO'S
PRIVATE CREATIVE
COLLECTION: WHERE 
VERSATILITY MEETS 
ARTISTIC EXPRESSION



Discover the artistic vision of Tosco 
Studio through our private creative 

collection.

Our creations explore the endless 
possibilities of concrete, bringing our 

unique perspective to life.

With a focus on functional pieces, we 
aim to infuse color and joy into people's 

lives.

Experience the captivating fusion of 
art and functionality that defines our 

distinctive approach.
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